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6 [1] We use a suite of spherical, thin sheet, finite element model calculations to investigate
7 the pattern of horizontal tectonic deformation within Europe. The calculations incorporate
8 the effects of Africa-Eurasia convergence, Atlantic Ridge push forces, and changes
9 in the lithospheric strength of the East European and Mediterranean subdomains. These
10 predictions are compared to the deformation computed for the same region using a
11 spherically symmetric, self-gravitating, viscoelastic Earth model of glacial isostatic
12 adjustment. The radial viscosity profile and ice history input into the GIA model are taken
13 from a model that ‘‘best fits’’ three-dimensional crustal velocities estimated from the
14 BIFROST Fennoscandian GPS network. The comparison of the tectonic and GIA signals
15 includes predictions of both crustal velocity maps and baseline length changes associated
16 with sites within the permanent ITRF2000 and BIFROST GPS networks. Our baseline
17 analysis includes reference sites in northern and central Europe that are representative of
18 sites at the center, edge, and periphery of the GIA-induced deformation. Baseline length
19 change predictions associated with all three reference sites are significantly impacted
20 by both tectonic and GIA effects, albeit with distinct geometric sensitivities. In this regard,
21 several of our tectonic models yield baseline rates from Vaas, Onsala, and Potsdam to sites
22 below 55�N which are consistent with observed trends. We find that a best fit to the
23 ITRF2000 data set is obtained by simultaneously considering the effects of GIA plus
24 tectonics, where the latter is modeled with a relatively weak Mediterranean subdomain. In
25 this case, the tectonic model contributes to the observed shortening between Onsala/
26 Potsdam and sites to the south, without corrupting the extension observed for baselines
27 extending from these reference sites and sites to the north; this extension is well reconciled
28 by the GIA process alone. INDEX TERMS: 1208 Geodesy and Gravity: Crustal movements—

29 intraplate (8110); 3210 Mathematical Geophysics: Modeling; 8110 Tectonophysics: Continental tectonics—

30 general (0905); 9335 Information Related to Geographic Region: Europe; KEYWORDS: tectonics, GIA,

31 intraplate deformation

32 Citation: Marotta, A. M., J. X. Mitrovica, R. Sabadini, and G. Milne (2004), Combined effects of tectonics and glacial isostatic

33 adjustment on intraplate deformation in central and northern Europe: Applications to geodetic baseline analyses, J. Geophys. Res., 109,

34 XXXXXX, doi:10.1029/2002JB002337.

36 1. Introduction

37 [2] Crustal deformation patterns in Europe are influenced
38 by both plate tectonic forces and glacial isostatic adjust-
39 ment, with the former including boundary forces associated
40 with Africa-Eurasia convergence and spreading at the Mid-
41 Atlantic Ridge. The region has been monitored by survey-
42 ing using permanent global positioning system (GPS)

43receivers of the ITRF2000 network, established by the
44International Earth Rotation Service (IERSE Altamimi et
45al., 2002]). Furthermore, we make use of the available
46BIFROST data, which provide additional stations not
47included in the ITRF network [Johansson et al., 2002;
48Milne et al., 2001].
49[3] In principle, baseline length changes (henceforth
50baseline rates) for pairs of sites within these networks can
51be compared to predictions obtained from tectonic models
52(driven by Africa-Eurasia convergence, Atlantic Ridge
53opening, etc.) and GIA simulations in order to investigate
54the nature and origin of intraplate deformation in continental
55Europe. In the past, this effort has treated either tectonic and
56GIA effects in isolation. For example, Milne et al. [2001]
57analyzed three-dimensional (3-D) crustal deformation esti-
58mated from the BIFROST network using a suite of GIA
59models; they concluded, on the basis of residual maps
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60 constructed by subtracting their best fit GIA model from the
61 observations, that horizontal neotectonic motions were less
62 than 1 mm/yr. In any case, predictions of 3-D motions
63 associated with GIA in Europe have commonly treated
64 geodetic baselines that extend well into central Europe
65 [e.g., James and Lambert, 1993; Mitrovica et al., 1994b;
66 Peltier, 1995].
67 [4] Clearly, these analyses raise several important ques-
68 tions. Is there a region in northern Europe where tectonic
69 effects on baseline rates can be ignored, or in southern
70 Europe where the GIA signal is unimportant? Is there a
71 transition region where both are important? More generally,
72 what is the complex geometric interplay between tectonics
73 and GIA in European continental deformation? In this paper
74 we investigate these issues by extending earlier work
75 [Marotta and Sabadini, 2002] to compare predictions gen-
76 erated from a large sequence of thin sheet models [England
77 and McKenzie, 1983; Marotta et al., 2001] to a GIA
78 simulation based on a recent analysis of the BIFROST data
79 set [Milne et al., 2001]. The thin sheet models include
80 Africa-Eurasia convergence and they explore the sensitivity
81 of the predictions to both changes in the velocity forcing
82 along the Atlantic Ridge and variations in the lithospheric
83 strength of various European subdomains. Our analysis
84 highlights a combined GIA plus tectonics model which best
85 fits (within our search of model space) the ITRF2000 data.

86 2. Model Setup

87 2.1. Finite Element Tectonic Model

88 [5] We adopt an incompressible, viscous model to inves-
89 tigate tectonic deformation in the Mediterranean and Fen-
90 noscandian region driven by Africa-Eurasia convergence
91 and Mid-Atlantic Ridge opening (Figure 1). (The treatment
92 of the lithosphere as an incompressible, viscous fluid is
93 widely adopted in models of long timescale geological
94 processes [Turcotte and Schubert, 2002].) The deformation
95 field is expressed in terms of crustal velocities and baseline
96 rates obtained from a thin sheet approximation implemented
97 by Marotta et al. [2001] and modified here to consider a
98 spherical geometry. This implementation treats the litho-
99 sphere as a stratified viscous sheet with constant total
100 thickness, overlying an inviscid asthenosphere; the latter
101 assures a stress-free condition at the base of the plate. Our
102 thin sheet approximation assumes that the lithospheric
103 thickness is small compared to the lateral wavelength of
104 the applied loads, and thus vertical gradients of horizontal
105 velocity and deviatoric viscous stresses are neglected.
106 Isostatic compensation of the crust is also assumed.
107 [6] The western and southern borders of the model
108 domain are chosen to coincide with the location of the
109 Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the Africa-Eurasia plate contact
110 respectively. Velocity boundary conditions are applied along
111 these boundaries. The right border of the model domain lies
112 along the 45�E meridian, inside the intracratonic East
113 European Platform, where the transmission of stress from
114 the applied boundary forcing is expected to be relatively
115 small. The domain is discretized using planar finite trian-
116 gular elements sufficiently small in size (no bigger than 1��
117 1� in central and northern Europe and 2� � 2� in the western
118 oceanic portion of the domain) to justify treating the surface
119 of each individual grid element as flat.

120[7] Next, we turn to a review of the governing equations
121used in this study. In spherical coordinates the deviatoric
122components of stress are related to the velocity components
123ur, uq, and uf by
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135where m denotes the viscosity and q, f, and r represent the
136colatitude (south), east longitude, and radial distance from
137the Earth’s center. In the same coordinate system the q, f,
138and r components of the momentum equations are then
139[Schubert et al., 2001]
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145where fr denotes the gravitational body force term. As usual,
146the stress can be written as

sij ¼ tij � p0dij ð10Þ

148where p0 is the hydrostatic pressure.
149[8] Under our assumption that only horizontal tectonic
150forces are active, and since basal shear stresses are absent,
151the components srq and srf within these general equations
152may be neglected. As detailed in Appendix A, applying
153both the constitutive equation for an incompressible, vis-
154cous material and the conditions for isostatic balance, the
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Figure 1. (a) Finite element grid adopted for the tectonic predictions described in this study. The grid
distinguishes three major blocks, or subdomains: The European, East European Platform, and
Mediterranean. The yellow arrows at the left side of the domain represent ridge push forces. The
counterclockwise rotation of theAfrican platewith respect to theEuropean plate, adopted fromNUVEL-1A,
is reflected by the red arrows at bottom left. The velocities along the Aegean Trench (blue arrows) were
geodetically determined byMcClusky et al. [2000]. The southern border between the model domain and the
Arabian region is held fixed (pink triangles), while the right (eastern) boundary of themodel is assumed to be
shear stress free (red dots). (b) Crustal thickness variation used in the analysis.
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155 momentum equations reduce, after integration over the
156 thickness of the lithosphere, to
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160 where �m denotes the vertically averaged viscosity of the
161 lithosphere. In equations (11) and (12), S is the crustal
162 thickness, L is the lithospheric thickness, rc and rm denote
163 the densities of the crust and lithosphere, respectively, g is
164 the gravity, and R is the radius of the Earth. The third
165 unknown, ur, is eliminated from these equations by
166 invoking incompressibility and by assuming that the radial
167 strain rate (@/@r)ur vanishes. Under these assumptions, ur
168 may be expressed as
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170 Thus the thin sheet model is a reliable predictor of the
171 horizontal components of velocity field uq, uf only.
172 [9] Once the crustal thickness S and boundary conditions
173 are specified, the numerical integration of equations (11)
174 and (12) yields the stationary tectonic deformation field.
175 Within each finite element, the velocity is approximated
176 by linear polynomial interpolating functions and numerical
177 integration is performed by Gaussian quadrature with
178 7 integration points.
179 [10] We performed a series of 9 numerical ‘‘tectonic
180 deformation’’ experiments summarized as models 1–7
181 and 16–17 in Table 1. The models are distinguished in
182 terms of the adopted lithospheric viscosity and imposed
183 velocity boundary condition along the North Atlantic Ridge.
184 We next discuss each of these model inputs.
185 [11] A distinct viscosity can be applied to each element of
186 the model grid, and this permits incorporation of lateral
187 variations in lithospheric strength. For this purpose, the
188 European lithosphere is treated as the reference subdomain
189 with a prescribed reference (i.e., fixed) viscosity. We veri-
190 fied that for the homogeneous model the predicted velocity
191 pattern is controlled by the velocity boundary conditions
192 and that it is unaffected by changes in the lithospheric
193 viscosity in the range 1023 to 1025 Pa s; we have chosen the
194 value of 1025 Pa s as reference viscosity since it guarantees
195 numerical stability once lateral viscosity variations are
196 introduced.
197 [12] Two other (assumed isoviscous) lithospheric subdo-
198 mains are considered in this analysis. The first corresponds

199to the so-called ‘‘Mediterranean subdomain,’’ extending
200from the Tyrrhenian Sea to the eastern limit of the Panno-
201nian Basin through the Adriatic Plate (Figure 1a). The
202Mediterranean subdomain is, in particular, an assemblage
203of different structural units (e.g., the Adriatic plate, Tyr-
204rhenian Sea, and Pannonian Basin); however, our simplifi-
205cation is motivated by our focus on the long wavelength
206deformation pattern of the tectonic boundary forcing. The
207second lithospheric subdomain is the East European Plat-
208form, which encompasses most of the Caledonian Defor-
209mation Front (Figure 1a).
210[13] We note that our modeling has some similarities to
211earlier work by Grunthal and Stromeyer [1992]. They
212modeled the stress field in central Europe by making use
213of an elastic rheology with laterally varying rigidities that
214simulated different tectonic units; in our analysis we adopt a
215viscous fluid with laterally varying strength and compare
216our predictions to geodetic observations.
217[14] The velocity boundary conditionswe apply are relative
218to the Eurasian plate, which is considered fixed. The velocity
219of Africa relative to Eurasia is prescribed by NUVEL-1A (red
220arrows, Figure 1a) and the pattern reflects an Africa-Eurasia
221continental convergence of the order 1 cm/yr. Note that these
222velocities impose a counterclockwise rotation of the Africa
223plate with respect to Eurasia. Relative to a fixed Eurasia, we
224also consider the ridge push forces acting along the North
225Atlantic Ridge. In our simulations these forces are parame-
226terized in terms of velocity boundary conditions applied along
227the ridge; they thus simulate the line forces acting along
228the plate boundary, as described by Richardson et al. [1979].
229(To emphasize that these velocity boundary conditions are not
230derived in the same manner as those related to Africa-Eurasia
231convergence, we make use of a different symbol along the
232Atlantic Ridge; specifically, the thick yellow arrows denote
233the parameterization of the line force in terms of velocities
234with respect to a fixed Eurasia.)
235[15] The line forces normal to the ridge have been
236evaluated from the eigenvalues of the stress tensor within
237those elements whose left sides define the ridge. Along the
238westernmost part of the Atlantic Ridge, our predicted ridge
239push forces range from �1012 N/m, for an imposed velocity

t1.1Table 1. List of Model Types Considered in the Analysis

Model Rheological Heterogeneities
Ridge Velocity Boundary

Conditions, mm/yr t1.2

1 no rheological heterogeneities 0.0 t1.3
2 no rheological heterogeneities 1.0 t1.4
3 no rheological heterogeneities 5.0 t1.5
4 stiff East European Platform 0.0 t1.6
5 stiff East European Platform 5.0 t1.7
6 soft Mediterranean subdomain 0.0 t1.8
7 soft Mediterranean subdomain 5.0 t1.9
8 GIA, Milne et al. [2001] t1.10
9 model 8 plus model 1 t1.11
10 model 8 plus model 2 t1.12
11 model 8 plus model 3 t1.13
12 model 8 plus model 4 t1.14
13 model 8 plus model 5 t1.15
14 model 8 plus model 6 t1.16
15 model 8 plus model 7 t1.17
16 model 4 plus model 6 t1.18
17 model 5 plus model 7 t1.19
18 model 8 plus model 16 t1.20
19 model 8 plus model 17 t1.21
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240 boundary condition of about 1 mm/yr, to �1013 N/m or a
241 velocity boundary condition of 5 mm/yr; this last value
242 represents an upper bound for ridge push forces [Richardson
243 and Reding, 1991]. We note that these imposed velocities are
244 not taken as constant along the ridge but rather are scaled with
245 respect to the spreading velocities deduced fromNUVEL-1A.
246 In this regard, imposed velocities of 1 and 5 mm/yr are of the
247 order of 1/20th and 1/4th of the full spreading rate (�2mm/yr)
248 according to NUVEL-1A.
249 [16] Along the Aegean trench, velocities at six sites
250 determined geodetically by McClusky et al. [2000] are
251 applied to an equal number of nodes in their vicinity (blue
252 arrows, Figure 1a), from west to east: LOGO (25 mm/yr),
253 LEON (33 mm/yr), OMAL (30 mm/yr), ROML (32 mm/yr),
254 KAPT (33 mm/yr), and KATV (30 mm/yr). These velocities
255 reflect trench subduction forces along this boundary and
256 represent the velocity of these geodetic sites with respect to
257 Eurasia.
258 [17] The eastern boundary of the model domain is held
259 fixed. To avoid large effects from artificial stress accumu-
260 lation, we have imposed a shear stress free boundary
261 condition at this location (as indicated by the red dots along
262 the right boundary of the model). The imposed conditions
263 along the eastern boundary would be consistent with a
264 possible decoupling between the western and eastern parts
265 of the Eurasia plate [Molnar et al., 1973]; these conditions
266 imply that we are assuming that all the intraplate deforma-
267 tion of Eurasia due to Africa-Eurasia convergence and
268 Atlantic Ridge push takes place within the model domain.
269 [18] The contact between the East European Platform and
270 Arabian Plate is held fixed, as indicated by the pink
271 triangles in the southeast part of Figure 1a. NUVEL-1A
272 indicates a north directed velocity on this boundary. How-
273 ever, as discussed by Jiménez-Munt et al. [2003], the local
274 stiffness of the lithosphere and the existence of a trans-
275 current fault at the northern boundary of the Arabian Plate
276 produce little long-wavelength deformation to the north,
277 where the (ITRF2000 and BIFROST) sites we will be
278 considering are located.
279 [19] Since we are considering Eurasia as fixed, our
280 modeled velocity fields will not contain any rigid rotation
281 of Eurasia with respect to a global reference frame. Rather,
282 these motions will represent velocities (that is, intraplate
283 deformations) superimposed on any rigid plate motions.
284 [20] Finally, the crustal thickness variation used in the
285 analysis has been obtained by linear interpolation onto the
286 adopted grid of model CRUST 2.0 [Bassin et al., 2000;
287 http://mahi.ucsd.edu/Gabi/rem.html] (Figure 1b).

288 2.2. Glacial Isostatic Adjustment

289 [21] We model glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) using a
290 Love number formalism [Peltier, 1974] valid for a spheri-
291 cally symmetric, self-gravitating and (Maxwell) viscoelastic
292 Earth model. The model is elastically compressible, and the
293 radial elastic structure is prescribed by the seismic model

294PREM [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981]. We adopt a
295combination of Late Pleistocene ice history and radial
296viscosity profile that has been shown to provide an excellent
297fit to the three-dimensional crustal velocities estimated using
298the BIFROST Fennoscandian GPS network [Johansson
299et al., 2002; Milne et al., 2001]. Specifically, the ice model
300is composed of the global ICE-3G deglaciation model
301[Tushingham and Peltier, 1991] with the Fennoscandian
302history replaced by the model of Lambeck et al. [1998].
303The viscosity profile is characterized by a high viscosity
304(effectively elastic) lithosphere of thickness 120 km, an
305upper mantle viscosity of 8 � 1020 Pa s, and a lower mantle
306viscosity of 1022 Pa s.
307[22] The prediction of the three-dimensional crustal
308velocity field is based on a spectral formalism described
309by Mitrovica et al. [1994a] and extended to include rota-
310tional effects by Mitrovica et al. [2001]. This theory
311requires a gravitationally self-consistent ocean load compo-
312nent of the total (ice plus water) surface mass load and this
313is generated using the sea level theory described, in detail,
314by Milne et al. [1999].

3163. Sample Model Results: Tectonic Crustal
317Velocity

318[23] For the purposes of brevity, we will show velocity
319and baseline rate patterns for only a subset of the tectonic
320models listed in Table 1; our goal is to explore the impact of
321lateral viscosity variations and the boundary condition along
322the Atlantic Ridge on the predictions. In the final results
323section (section 6) we perform a statistical analysis of
324predictions based on all the models in Table 1 in order to
325find the best fitting (relative to the geodetic constraints)
326combination of GIA and tectonics deformation models.
327[24] The first three models in Table 1 are distinguished on
328the basis of the imposed velocity boundary condition along
329the North Atlantic Ridge. All other boundary conditions
330are as specified above. The horizontal velocities predicted
331for these three models are shown in Figures 2a–2c,
332respectively.
333[25] Figure 2a isolates the influence of Africa-Eurasia
334convergence on the intraplate velocity pattern within the
335model domain. In this case, the predicted intensity of the
336crustal velocity gradually diminishes from �2 mm/yr at
337latitudes of 45� along the Alpine front to 0.2 mm/yr in
338central Fennoscandia. Clearly, the velocity field driven by
339the African indenter extends, with a northwestern direction,
340through the whole of central Europe, with the isocontours of
341velocity being roughly parallel to the collision front.
342[26] When a velocity boundary condition of 1 mm/yr is
343applied along the North Atlantic Ridge (Figure 2b), in order
344to parameterize ridge push forces, we notice in central and
345northern Europe a rotation from NW to NE in the velocity
346pattern. Furthermore, with respect to Figure 2a, the velocity
347is increased throughout the western part of the study

Figure 2. Predictions of horizontal crustal velocities generated using our finite element tectonic model (arrows and color
contouring). The models are all based on a homogeneous lithosphere with viscosity of 1025 Pa s, and they are distinguished
on the basis of the velocity boundary conditions applied on the North Atlantic Ridge. Specifically, these conditions are (a) 0,
(b) 1/20, and (c) 1/4 of the full spreading velocity given by the NUVEL-1A model at each point on the ridge. These models
are labeled 1–3, respectively, in Table 1.
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348 domain; an increase from 0.2 to 0.5 mm/yr is obtained at the
349 latitude of Fennoscandia.
350 [27] When the velocity along the Atlantic Ridge is
351 increased to 5 mm/yr (leading to an upper bound on ridge
352 push forces, as described in section 1) (Figure 2c), the
353 tectonic velocity in England and Fennoscandia reach mag-
354 nitudes of �3 to �2 mm/yr, respectively. In this prediction
355 the imprint of both the western and southern boundary
356 forcing are clearly evident in the tectonic velocity field.
357 Indeed, along the Alpine Front, north directed motions up to
358 �4 mm/yr are predicted in Figure 2c, and to the north of this
359 region, sites in central Europe are now characterized by an
360 eastern component of motion.
361 [28] The velocity patterns shown in Figure 2 represent the
362 intraplate deformation predicted in the case of homoge-
363 neous viscosity models and the magnitudes achieved when
364 ridge push forces are large (Figure 2c) do not, in this case,
365 appear to be realistic.
366 [29] Next, we explore the effect of incorporating lateral
367 variations in lithospheric stiffness into the tectonic model.
368 Figures 3a and 3b show the model predictions when a
369 viscosity increase of two orders of magnitude in the East
370 European subdomain with respect to the reference viscosity
371 (1025 Pa s) is taken into account. The two runs are distin-
372 guished on the basis of the velocity boundary condition
373 applied along the North Atlantic Ridge, either 0.0 mm/yr
374 (Figure 3a, model 4) or 5 mm/yr (Figure 3b, model 5).
375 [30] Stiffening of the lithosphere within the East European
376 Platform has the most pronounced effect on predicted
377 tectonic velocities within that region. Specifically, pro-
378 nounced velocity gradients as one moves north to south
379 across the platform in Figure 2a are reduced considerably in
380 Figure 3a. The net result is a nearly constant crustal velocity
381 of �0.6 mm/yr across a large portion of the stiffened craton,
382 including Fennoscandia (Figure 3a). The direction of the
383 velocity is also altered (we return to this point in Figure 4a).
384 [31] The stiffened lithosphere acts to shield the Baltic
385 region and Fennoscandia from the westward directed
386 velocity driven by the ridge and induces a further reduction
387 of gradients in the tectonic velocity field within a stiffened
388 East European Platform (Figure 2c, model 3, compared to
389 Figure 3b, model 5). As an example, consider a profile
390 from 0�E to 40�E along 50�N latitude: with respect to
391 Figure 2c the velocity is reduced in Figure 3b from 3–
392 4 mm/yr to 2–3 mm/yr between 0� and 10�E longitude and
393 from 2–3 mm/yr to 1–2 mm/yr between 10� and 40�E
394 longitude. Stiffening of the East European Platform thus
395 results into a reduced velocity within northern Europe
396 and Fennoscandia even if a significant velocity boundary
397 condition is applied along the North Atlantic Ridge.
398 [32] Models 6 and 7 are defined by a one order of
399 magnitude reduction of the viscosity within the Mediterra-
400 nean lithosphere (Figures 3c and 3d, respectively). A
401 comparison of Figures 3c and 2a, for example, indicates
402 that a large amount of the deformation driven by the
403 boundary conditions to the south takes place in the weak-
404 ened lithosphere; this results in velocity gradients being
405 significantly localized to the Mediterranean. Note that the
406 relatively small velocities within Fennoscandia in Figure 2a
407 extend well south into central Europe in Figure 3c (see also
408 the detail of Figure 3c given in Figure 4b). Clearly,
409 intraplate deformation in Europe due to Africa-Eurasia

410convergence is sensitive to the amount of deformation
411which takes place within the Mediterranean lithosphere.
412[33] Model 7 introduces a velocity along the North
413Atlantic Ridge into the simulation characterized by a
414weakened Mediterranean lithosphere, and the result
415(Figure 3d) can be compared to Figure 2c. Clearly, weakening
416the Mediterranean subdomain allows the eastward directed
417velocity driven by the Atlantic spreading to extend more
418deeply into Europe. Note, for example, the dramatic eastward
419migration of the 4 mm/yr contour in Figure 3d relative to
420Figure 2c.
421[34] Figure 4a provides a detail of the model 4 predictions
422within the East European Platform. Stiffening the litho-
423sphere in this region has resulted into a broad motion of the
424platform toward the southwest, that is toward the litho-
425spheric (European, Mediterranean) subdomains of lower
426viscosity. Figure 4b is an enlargement of the model 6 result.
427Relative to a model with the stiffened East European
428Platform (Figure 3c), lowering the viscosity in the Mediter-
429ranean subdomain has the effect of inverting the predicted
430direction of motion in Fennoscandia from SW to NE with
431respect to Figure 4a and reducing the magnitude of the
432velocity from 0.8–1.0 to 0.2–0.3 mm/yr in the same region.
433[35] The results in Figures 1–4 indicate that the ampli-
434tude and direction of predicted horizontal velocities at sites
435located well away from plate boundaries are sensitive to the
436adopted modeling parameters. As an example of the latter,
437consider Fennoscandia. Varying of model parameters
438above led to a suite of predictions for this region (e.g.,
439see Figure 4). It is interesting to note, in this regard, that a
440number of these predictions yield amplitudes comparable
441to the ‘‘residuals’’ obtained by subtracting best fit GIA
442predictions from GPS-determined horizontal crustal veloc-
443ities [see Milne et al., 2001, Figure 6b]. We return to each of
444these points in section 5.

4454. Sample Model Results: GIA-Induced 3-D
446Crustal Velocity

447[36] The 3-D velocity fields predicted by models of
448GIA have shown relatively consistent patterns [James and
449Lambert, 1993;Mitrovica et al., 1993, 1994b; Peltier, 1998],
450and the general forms of these predictions were confirmed by
451comparison with results from the dense GPS network
452BIFROST [Johansson et al., 2002; Milne et al., 2001].
453[37] As an illustration of the expected patterns of GIA, in
454Figure 5 we show maps of present-day radial and horizontal
455crustal velocities predicted using the GIA model summa-
456rized in section 2 (model 8, Table 1). As discussed above,
457the ice and Earth model combination adopted in the model
458was shown byMilne et al., [2001] to provide an excellent fit
459to the BIFROST observations. Figure 5 shows the geometry
460of 3-D crustal adjustment over the region considered in
461Figures 1–4 and is thus an extension of Milne et al. [2001,
462Figure 3] plots which were limited to Fennoscandia.
463Figure 5a is characterized by radial uplift reaching
464�11 mm/yr over Fennoscandia and subsidence of several
465millimeters per year within a peripheral bulge that extends,
466for example, well into central Europe.
467[38] Horizontal motions are directed outward from the
468center of deglaciation, and are close to zero at this center,
469eventually reaching a maximum amplitude (�6 mm/yr) near
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470 the location of the northwestern edge of the ice sheet at the
471 Last Glacial Maximum (LGM). At further distance, the
472 amplitude of the horizontal motions diminishes until a
473 pattern of inward directed (i.e., toward the ancient Fenno-
474 scandian ice complex) horizontal motions emerge.
475 GIA-induced horizontal motions due to the unloading of

476Fennoscandian ice are more symmetric about the center of
477deglaciation than the patterns in Figure 5. The asymmetry in
478the horizontal motions in Figure 5 (amplitudes of the
479outward motions are higher in the northwest than the
480southeast) is due to a combination of rotational effects
481and the far-field adjustment due to unloading of Laurentia

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2, except for models 4–7 of Table 1, respectively. In particular, (a) and (b)
Models in which the East European Platform is 2 orders of magnitude stiffer then the reference
European subdomain (models 4 and 5, respectively). (c) and (d) Viscosity of the Mediterranean
subdomain, which is reduced by 1 order of magnitude relative to the reference value of the European
subdomain (models 6 and 7, respectively). Furthermore, these models sample cases in which the velocity
condition applied along the North Atlantic Ridge (in order to model ridge push forces) is either zero
(Figures 3a and 3c) or 1/4 (Figures 3b and 3d) of the NUVEL-1A full spreading velocities, �0.0 or
5.0 mm/yr, respectively.
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482 (which is characterized by motions in the northwest direc-
483 tion toward Laurentia) [Milne et al., 2001].

484 5. Baseline Rates: ITRF2000-BIFROST
485 Data and Sites

486 [39] In this section we compare our tectonic and GIA
487 predictions to the GPS data available for the study domain.

488For this purpose we compare predicted and observed values
489of baseline rates (i.e., length changes) for baselines defined
490with respect to three reference sites: POTS (Potsdam,
491Germany); ONSA (Onsala, Sweden), and VAAS (Vaas,
492Finland).
493[40] These sites are expected to have varying levels of
494deformation associated with tectonic and GIA processes. As
495suggested by the predictions shown in Figures 1–4, tectonic

Figure 3. (continued)
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496 velocities associated with boundary forcing at the African-
497 Eurasia-Aegean plate contact tend to decrease as one moves
498 northward (POTS, ONSA, VAAS), although forcing from
499 the spreading along the Atlantic Ridge clearly complicates

500this simple geometry. Since VAAS lies near the center of the
501Fennoscandian ice complex at its greatest extent, the GIA-
502induced radial motions are near a maximum, while the
503associated horizontal motions are relatively close to zero.

Figure 4. Details of the velocity predictions for (a) model 4 and (b) model 6.
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504 (Choosing VAAS as a reference site also has the advantage
505 that it appears in both the BIFROST and ITRF2000 data-
506 bases.) The ratio of horizontal to radial GIA motions
507 increases as we move from VAAS to POTS. ONSA is near
508 the edge of the Fennoscandian ice sheet at LGM; the

509predicted radial motion is �3 mm/yr versus a horizontal
510velocity of �1.5 mm/yr. POTS, which lies on the peripheral
511bulge of the GIA-induced crustal motion, is characterized
512by predicted radial and horizontal motions of ��1 and
513�2.5 mm/yr, respectively.

Figure 5. Maps showing radial (colors) and horizontal (arrows) crustal velocity predicted by the GIA
model (model 8, Table 1) described in detail in the text. (a) Global view. (b) Enlargement of the
Fennoscandia region.
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514 [41] The baseline rate, BL, is formally given by

@ðBLÞ
@t

¼ ðV1 � V2Þ �
ðr1 � r2Þ
jr1 � r2j

ð14Þ

516 which defines a projection of relative velocity between sites
517 1 and 2, (V1 � V2), onto a unit vector in the direction of
518 the baseline vector extending from site 1 to site 2, ((r1 � r2)/
519 jr1 � r2j). As discussed in section 2, our thin sheet tectonic
520 model yields predictions of horizontal motion only, and thus
521 in this case the baseline rates are predicted on the basis of
522 this component. This limitation should not introduce
523 significant errors since the applied tectonic forcings would

524not be expected to produce large vertical velocities at the
525European sites. In contrast to this aspect of the modeling,
526the GIA baseline predictions are based on a 3-D response
527theory, reflecting the significant vertical and horizontal
528contributions to the velocity field induced by ice-ocean
529surface mass loading.
530[42] To begin, we consider the observed baseline rates
531with respect to the reference site VAAS. Figures 6a and 6b
532show the location of baselines associated with ITRF2000
533and BIFROST data sets, respectively, where the observed
534dominant extension is denoted by blue and the observed
535shortening by red. The sites in Figure 6 listed as BIFROST
536sites include, in addition to sites in the actual BIFROST

Figure 6. Observed baseline rates for baselines referenced to the site VAAS, where blue indicates
extension and red shortening, according to (a) ITRF2000 and (b) BIFROST data sets. Grey inverted
triangles indicate the ITRF2000 sites while triangles indicate BIFROST sites.
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537 network, a set of five other sites (HERS, MADR, BRUS,
538 KOSG, POTS, WETT, RIGA) that were included in crustal
539 velocity solutions published on the BIFROST Web site
540 (http://www.oso.chalmers.se/�hgs/Bifrost_01/index.html).
541 We will henceforth refer to all these sites as ‘‘BIFROST
542 sites,’’ but the reader should be aware of the distinction.
543 [43] Figure 7a shows our GIA prediction (as in Figure 5)
544 of the sign of the baseline rate for all the VAAS-referenced
545 baselines in Figure 6. Except for some inconsistencies with
546 a few southerly directed baselines, the GIA model captures
547 the major feature of Figure 6, namely, the dominant exten-
548 sion in the ITRF2000 and BIFROST data.
549 [44] Since postglacial adjustment in Fennoscandia is
550 characterized by horizontal motions directed outward from

551the center of the ancient ice complex (i.e., near VAAS),
552widespread extension along the short BIFROST baselines
553(Figure 6b) is expected. The origin of the widespread
554extension for the longer ITRF2000 or BIFROST baselines
555extending to central and southern Europe (Figures 6a and 6b),
556and in particular the role of GIA in this pattern, is less
557obvious. To explore this issue, consider again Figure 5. As
558described above, the horizontal velocity field is character-
559ized by outward directed motions within Fennoscandia,
560changing to motions toward Fennoscandia at the periphery.
561On the basis of this prediction, one might expect that GIA
562would induce shortening in the longer (VAAS to central/
563southern Europe) baselines within Figure 6a. However, as it
564is clear from equation (13), both horizontal and radial

Figure 7. Predicted baseline rates for baselines referenced to the site VAAS, where blue indicates
extension and red shortening for (a) model 8, (b) model 1, (c) model 5, and (d) model 7.
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565 motions contribute to these rates. From Figure 5, VAAS is
566 predicted to be uplifting at a rate close to 1 cm/yr, while
567 central and southern European sites, which lie within the
568 peripheral bulge of Fennoscandia, are subsiding at lower
569 rates. The net contribution of this uplift and (more moder-
570 ate) subsidence is to extend the baselines. Indeed, this signal
571 is sufficient to counter the baseline shortening associated
572 with the GIA-induced horizontal velocity field and the net
573 result is consistent with the pattern of widespread extension
574 evident in the longer baselines in Figure 6a. Of course, these
575 arguments refer primarily to the net sign of the GIA-induced
576 baseline rate, rather than the amplitude, and we explore the
577 latter in detail in Figure 8.
578 [45] Figures 7b–7d show predictions of baseline rates
579 generated from a subset of our tectonic models. Figure 7b

580summarizes results based on model 1 (Table 1), character-
581ized by a homogeneous lithosphere, Africa-Eurasia conver-
582gence, and no Atlantic Ridge forcing. In this case the
583VAAS-referenced baselines show a general pattern of short-
584ening, except for a limited extension for short baselines
585connecting three sites east of VAAS. Except for this
586extension, the style of baseline rates is opposite to the
587observed pattern.
588[46] This sequence of predictions is completed in
589Figures 7c and 7d, where we summarize results for models
590in which lateral variations in plate strength are introduced
591(models 5 and 7, respectively). With respect to the
592predictions of the homogeneous model (model 1,
593Figure 7b), model 5 (Figure 7c) improves the fit to the
594observed baseline rate pattern by yielding extension for

Figure 7. (continued)
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595 baselines directed from southeast to south-southwest; how-
596 ever, the model predicts shortening for other baselines,
597 contrary to the observations. The results in Figure 7d for
598 model 7 are broadly similar in form to model 5 predictions,
599 except for a further reduction in extension, for both northerly
600 and southerly directed baselines.
601 [47] The amplitudes of the observed and predicted
602 VAAS-referenced baseline rates are compared in Figure 8,
603 where constraints provided by the ITRF2000 and BIFROST
604 observations are denoted by the black and grey vertical bars,
605 respectively. The baselines in Figure 8 are ordered on the
606 basis of the latitude of the second site defining the baseline
607 (the first being VAAS), and for clarity, only a subset of these
608 are named at the top of the frame. (Note that the uncertain-
609 ties associated with the BIFROST data are significantly
610 smaller, on average, than the uncertainty in baseline rates
611 determined from the ITRF2000 database.)
612 [48] The red dots on the frame refer to the numerical GIA
613 predictions (i.e., the velocity fields of Figure 5 applied to
614 equation (13)). Note, first, the excellent fit of the numerical
615 GIA predictions to the well-constrained rates for baselines
616 within Fennoscandia. This fit is not surprising given that the
617 ice/Earth model combination used in the numerical predic-
618 tion was found by Milne et al. [2001] to ‘‘best fit’’ the
619 BIFROST-determined 3-D crustal motions. It is also clear
620 from the pattern of the red dots for latitudes south of 52�,
621 that the same numerical model, while yielding a pattern of
622 extension for baselines ending at central and southern
623 European sites (see also Figure 7a and the discussion above
624 concerning the origin of this extension), does not appear to
625 reconcile the observed amplitude of this extension. Indeed,
626 the baseline rates determined from ITRF2000 data are

627perhaps a factor of 2–3 larger than the values predicted
628by the GIA model alone.
629[49] What is the source of the residual extension evident
630in the VAAS to central/southern European baselines in
631Figure 8? One possibility is that the observed VAAS site
632velocity is in error. A second possibility is that the GIA
633model is in error, perhaps because of errors in the adopted
634ice history and radially stratified viscoelastic structure.
635While there is certainly leeway in these models, any
636alternative combination of these inputs must be constrained
637to provide a comparable fit to the BIFROST data. To partly
638explore this issue, we repeated the calculations in Figure 8 for
639a series of Earth models in which either the lithospheric
640thickness, upper mantle viscosity, or lower mantle viscosity
641was varied from the values defining the Milne et al. [2001]
642best fit case. These ranges, guided by the c2 misfit analysis
643presented by Milne et al. [2001], were 96–146 km, 0.5–
6441.0 � 1021 Pa s, and 5–20 � 1021 Pa s, respectively.
645None of these GIA models produced a VAAS-to-central/
646southern European baseline extension significantly larger
647than that evident in Figure 8. In future work we will
648explore, in detail, this insensitivity and extend the analysis
649to a more complete range of Earth model and ice history
650cases.
651[50] The other possibility is that the residual signal evident
652in Figure 8 for GIA originates from tectonic forcing. Our
653tectonic predictions are given by the yellow squares (mode 1),
654blue triangles (model 5), and green dots (model 7).
655[51] Model 1 predicts a shortening that tends to increase
656as one moves toward the southern plate boundary, between
65740� and 50�N. This result is easily understood in terms of
658the velocity pattern in Figure 2a driven primarily by the

Figure 8. Amplitudes of the predicted baseline rates, with respect to VAAS, for the baselines shown in
Figures 7a–7d, for model 8 (red dots), model 1 (yellow dots), model 5 (blue triangles), and model 7
(green dots), compared to the observed values of baseline rates (black vertical bars correspond to
ITRF2000, and grey vertical bars correspond to BIFROST data sets).
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659 Africa indenter. Note that the extension evident for base-
660 lines ending at sites east of VAAS (Figure 7b) is of
661 insignificantly small amplitude. We can conclude that this
662 tectonic model does not impact the GIA fit to the BIFROST
663 baselines and adds to the residual associated with the longer
664 baselines.
665 [52] The tectonic model 5 yields some extension in
666 baselines ending at sites close to 50�N; however, it is
667 unable to explain the dominance of extension in the
668 observations for baselines extending from VAAS to sites
669 between 40� and 46�. North of 50�N, this model predicts
670 some limited extension and shortening but of amplitude
671 insufficient to corrupt the GIA results. The results for

672model 7 are broadly similar to model 5 predictions in form,
673but they tend to be displaced downward in the diagram; thus
674shortening instead of extension is predicted for all baselines
675ending at sites with latitudes higher than 56�N.
676[53] In Figure 9 we turn our attention to baselines
677referenced to the Potsdam site (POTS) in northern Europe.
678Short BIFROST baselines defined by sites between 55� and
67960�N are primarily in compression, while baselines extend-
680ing to more northerly sites are in extension (Figure 9b). The
681same pattern is evident in the ITRF2000 baselines extending
682into Fennoscandia (Figure 9a). The ITRF2000 baselines
683within northern, central and southern Europe are character-
684ized by variable style. These baselines are predominantly in

Figure 9. Observed baseline rates for baselines referenced to the site POTS according to (a) ITRF2000
and (b) BIFROST data sets. Grey inverted triangles indicate the ITRF2000 sites, while triangles indicate
BIFROST sites.
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685 compression; however, a number of them show extension,
686 for example, a cluster of baselines defined by sites in the
687 southeast portion of Figure 9a.
688 [54] Figure 10a shows predictions for the same set of
689 baselines generated using the GIA model described above
690 (model 8, Table 1). This model reconciles the pattern
691 evident in the northern baselines, in particular, a transition
692 from shortening to extension as one considers more north-
693 erly sites.
694 [55] In Figures 10b–10d we show POTS-referenced
695 baseline results generated by using the same three models
696 used to construct Figures 7b–7d, respectively.
697 [56] The uniform lithosphere model 1 (Figure 10b) is
698 driven by forcing along the southern (Africa-Eurasia)

699boundary and the resulting northward decrease in velocity
700(Figure 2a) yields a shortening of all baselines, thus failing
701to reproduce the extension of the baselines connecting sites
702north of POTS.
703[57] Figure 10c illustrates the impact on the POTS-
704referenced baselines of stiffening the East European Plat-
705form (model 5). The combined effect of a viscosity increase
706in the Baltic Shield and a push from the Atlantic Ridge
707reproduces the observed pattern of dominant shortening
708between POTS and the Mediterranean and extension
709between POTS and Fennoscandia. In reference to Figure 3b,
710the effect of the shield is to maintain into southern and central
711Europe the north directed motion driven by the Africa
712indenter. The stronger platform acts to significantly reduce

Figure 10. Predicted baseline rates for baselines referenced to the site POTS for (a) model 8, (b) model 1,
(c) model 5, and (d) model 7.
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713 the predicted tectonic deformation across central and northern
714 Europe, including Potsdam (compare Figures 2d and 3b).
715 As a consequence, sites clustered near the Africa-Europe
716 plate boundary in the southwest (latitudes 43� and 48�N)
717 are predicted to move toward a relatively more stationary
718 Potsdam, and the result is a predicted shortening of these
719 baselines. Figure 10c thus shows that a realistic tectonic
720 model characterized by a stiffening of the lithosphere in the
721 Baltic Shield and a velocity applied along the Atlantic
722 Ridge which simulates ridge push forces can reproduce
723 the dominant shortening of baselines from POTS south and
724 contributes to the extension north of this site.
725 [58] For the final tectonic model of this sequence
726 (model 7, Figure 10d) the weakened Mediterranean sub-

727domain, in contrast to the strong Baltic Shield case, leads to
728a decrease in horizontal motions as one moves north from
729POTS through the Fennoscandian region (Figure 3d). As a
730consequence, this model predicts shortening of baselines
731ending with BIFROST sites.
732[59] In Figure 11 a comparison between the amplitude of
733the observed and predicted baseline rates is shown for
734baselines referenced to POTS.
735[60] The observed shortening of baselines ending at sites
736within 56�–60�N appears to be somewhat overestimated by
737the GIA model (red dots). For baselines ending with sites at
738Potsdam’s latitude or below, the GIA model predicts a low
739amplitude shortening, which is a consequence of both the
740horizontal and radial motion patterns in Figure 5. The GIA

Figure 10. (continued)
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741 pattern is broadly consistent with the observed rates,
742 although discrepancies for individual baselines can be large.
743 [61] Model 1 (yellow squares) predicts a shortening of
744 baselines ending in proximity to the southern boundary; this
745 shortening decreases as one moves to latitudes close to that
746 of the reference site POTS (50�–55�N) and then increases
747 again (to up to 0.5 mm/yr) as one moves northward through
748 the BIFROST baselines. Note that the baselines in the
749 latitude range 50�–55�N are oriented at roughly \right angles
750 to the tectonic velocity field (Figure 2a) and this accounts for
751 the relatively insignificant rates predicted for these baselines.
752 [62] The tectonic model 5 (blue triangles) predicts a
753 shortening of all baselines ending at sites below 60�N
754 (see also Figure 10c). As a consequence of the stronger
755 platform, the forcing at the southern boundary is reduced
756 north to Fennoscandia and the result, relative to the POTS
757 site, is an extension of such baselines north of 60�N. We
758 note that model 5 yields a rather good fit to the POTS
759 baselines for sites within the range 46�–60�N. The model
760 also yields a moderate (fraction of a millimeter per year)
761 extension in the baselines ending at the more northern
762 BIFROST sites. The weakened Mediterranean subdomain
763 (model 7, green dots), in contrast to the strong Baltic Shield
764 case, leads to shortening of comparable amplitude to that
765 predicted by model 5 for sites south of Potsdam. Model 7
766 predicts a shortening, instead of the extension evident in the
767 model 5 results for sites north of Potsdam.
768 [63] Finally, Figure 12 compares predictions with obser-
769 vations for baselines referenced to ONSA. Both observa-
770 tions and model predictions suggest patterns similar to those
771 of Figure 11. The GIA model simultaneously reconciles the
772 tendency for shortening on baselines ending south of ONSA
773 and the extension in the (northern) BIFROST baselines.

774Model 1 yields shortening for baselines ending at sites
775between 40� and 50�N. The behavior of model 5 is similar
776to the Figure 11 results, except for some scattered shorten-
777ing for latitudes north of 60�. Model 7 also predicts a pattern
778of shortening for ONSA baselines extending to sites south
779of 52�N. This shortening becomes negligible when sites
780between 54� and 58�N are considered, while it is of highly
781variable amplitude when considering baselines ending at
782sites north of 60�N.
783[64] The results shown by Figures 8, 11, and 12 may be
784summarized by noting that the GIA model performs best for
785the baselines connecting the three reference sites to sites
786located north of 58�–60�N. The same conclusion holds for
787southerly directed baselines when VAAS is the reference site.
788For the reference sites ONSA and POTS, GIA underesti-
789mates the shortening observed for the baselines connecting
790sites south of about 58�, while the tectonic models generally
791provide for an improved fit as far as this shortening is
792concerned. Among the tectonic models, the best performing
793cases are those characterized by lateral viscosity variations,
794either in the Baltic Shield or in the Mediterranean subdo-
795mains, since in both cases the predicted tectonic shortening
796does not reach Fennoscandia (and thus does not corrupt the
797excellent fit obtained by the GIA model in this region).
798[65] In section 6 we perform a statistical (c2) analysis in
799an attempt to more robustly quantify the deviation between
800model predictions and observations and isolate a ‘‘best
801fitting’’ combination of GIA and tectonic models.

8026. The CCCCCCC
2 Analysis

803[66] To complete this study, we perform a c2 analysis to
804determine which of the 19 models in Table 1 best fit the

Figure 11. Amplitudes of the predicted baseline rates, with respect to POTS, for the baselines shown in
Figures 10a–10d, for model 8 (red dots), model 1 (yellow dots), model 5 (blue triangles), and model 7
(green dots), compared to the observed values of baseline rates (black and grey vertical bars have the
same significance of Figure 8).
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805 observations. For this purpose, we will consider ITRF2000
806 baselines only; the GIA model 8 was tuned to best fit
807 BIFROST baselines; as we have seen, this procedure
808 yielded small residuals and thus little scope for neotectonic
809 deformations [Milne et al., 2001].
810 [67] Let us define the usual c2 statistic for the perfor-
811 mance of the mth model as

c2ðmÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

ðBRoi � BRmiÞ2

s2oi
ð15Þ

812 where BRmi and BRoi denote the ith component of vectors
814 whose components correspond to the values of the modeled
815 and observed baseline rates, respectively. The variance
816 associated with the ith baseline rate is soi

2 , and N represents
817 the total number of baselines.
818 [68] In Figure 13 we plot the c2 misfit computed for each
819 of the 19 models in Table 1 for the set of ITRF2000
820 baselines. It is clear from Figure 13 that model 14, which
821 combines the tectonic model 6 with the GIA model 8,
822 provides the best fit to the observations. As we discussed
823 above, model 6 is characterized by a soft Mediterranean
824 subdomain: this region acts to reduce the impact of tectonic
825 forcing due to Africa-Eurasia convergence at sites north of
826 Potsdam, and thus it preserves the fit to northern baselines
827 achieved by the GIA model. In this regard, we note that the
828 next best c2 value is achieved by model 5, which reduces
829 the tectonic deformation for sites north of Potsdam by
830 stiffening the Baltic Shield.
831 [69] The results in Figure 13 do not represent an exhaus-
832 tive investigation of model space. However, Figure 13
833 demonstrates that a combination of tectonic and GIA

834models has the potential to improve misfits to observed
835baseline rates over continental Europe.

8367. Final Remarks

837[70] We have predicted the effects of tectonics on baseline
838rates within Europe using a suite of thin sheet models
839intended to sample the sensitivity of the results to changes
840the Atlantic Ridge forces and to the presence of lateral
841variations in lithospheric strength. We have compared these
842results to GIA predictions and to observed baseline rates
843relative to three reference sites; VAAS, ONSA, and POTS.
844Our analysis suggests that geodetically inferred deformation
845of the broad region represents a complex interplay between
846deformation associated Africa-Eurasia convergence, GIA,
847and Atlantic Ridge spreading. Furthermore, each of these
848signals has a distinct geometric impact on the European
849region, and this has been highlighted by predictions asso-
850ciated with the three reference sites. Not surprisingly,
851Africa-Eurasia boundary forces have the strongest impact
852on baselines rates within the southern part of Europe. While
853GIA strongly dominates the deformation signal for the
854northern (Fennoscandian) baselines, nonnegligible contri-
855butions from this process are evident for baselines within
856central and southern Europe. Southerly directed baselines
857from POTS and ONSA clearly indicate that tectonics plays
858an increasingly important role toward the Alpine front and
859Mediterranean domain. We also note that lateral variations
860in lithospheric strength have a major impact in moderating
861deformation patterns associated with tectonic forcing. We
862considered two classes of such models; the first was
863characterized by a stiffening of the Baltic Shield, while

Figure 12. Amplitudes of the predicted baseline rates, with respect to ONSA, for the baselines shown in
Figures 7a–7d, for model 8 (red dots), model 1 (yellow dots), model 5 (blue triangles), and model 7
(green dots), compared to the observed values of baseline rates (black and grey vertical bars have the
same significance of Figure 8).
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864 the second involved a weakening of the Mediterranean
865 domain.
866 [71] When the ITRF2000 data set is considered, a com-
867 bined model characterized by a tectonic prediction with a
868 weakened lithosphere in the Mediterranean subdomain and
869 the standard GIA prediction yields the best fit. This indi-
870 cates that both intraplate tectonic deformations and GIA
871 must be taken simultaneously into account to reconcile the
872 broad style of intraplate deformation in Europe.

873 Appendix A: Mathematical Details of the
874 Tectonic Model

875 [72] Introducing equation (10) into equations (7) and (8),
876 we obtain

� @
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pþ @

@q
tqq þ

1

sin q
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@f
tqf þ r

@

@r
tqr þ ðtqq � tffÞ cot q

þ 3tqr ¼ 0 ðA1Þ
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@r
tfr þ 3tfr

þ 2tfq cot q ¼ 0 ðA2Þ

880 [73] Assuming zero basal shear stresses and the domi-
881 nance of horizontal tectonic forces, the components srq, srf
882 within these general equations can be neglected. The
883 corresponding equations, averaged through the lithospheric
884 thickness, take the following form:
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@f
tff þ 2tfq cot q ¼ 0 ðA4Þ

888 where we must emphasize that all the fields are averaged
889 values over the lithospheric thickness.

890[74] In order to obtain the average pressure, p, we follow,
891in spherical geometry, the procedure described by England
892and McKenzie [1981]. We use the third Navier-Stokes
893equation

1

r

@

@q
srq þ

1

r sin q
@

@f
srf þ

@

@r
srr þ

1

r
ð2srr � sqq � sff þ srq cot qÞ

þ fr ¼ 0 ðA5Þ

895which becomes, after having neglected the shear stress
896components,

@

@r
srr þ

1

r
2srr � sqq � sff
� �

þ fr ¼ 0 ðA6Þ

898Making use of the incompressibility condition and assuming
899that the radial strain rate is zero, we finally obtain

@

@r
srr þ fr ¼ 0 ðA7Þ

901with fr = �r g, where g is the gravity and r is the density.
902Integrating equation (A7) over the lithospheric thickness,
903we get

srr ¼ g

Z r

ro

rdr þ f ðq;fÞ ðA8Þ

905where ro defines the base of the lithosphere. Since the
906system is assumed in isostatic equilibrium,

f ðq;fÞ ¼ �po ðA9Þ

908(pressure at the base of the lithosphere). Thus, in terms of
909deviatoric stress, equation (A9) becomes

trr � p ¼ g

Z r

ro

rdr � po ðA10Þ

Figure 13. Results of the c2 analysis (see text for a detailed discussion) for the performance of the
models listed in Table 1.
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911 or

p ¼ po � g

Z r

ro

rdr þ trr ðA11Þ

913 The average pressure required by equations (A3) and (A4)
914 is obtained by integrating this expression over the total
915 thickness of the thickened lithosphere:

p ¼ 1

Lþ h

Z roþLþh

ro

pðrÞdr ðA12Þ

917 where h is the topographic altitude. This integration yields

p ¼ 1

2
grmLþ 1

2
grc

S2

L
1� rc

rm

� �
ðA13Þ

919 where rm, rc, L, and S are the densities of the mantle and
920 crust and the thickness of the lithosphere and crust,
921 respectively.
922 [75] Using expressions (1), (2), and (4) for tqq, tff and
923 tqf in equation (A3), and making use of expression (A13)
924 for r, we derive our final result:

@

@q
2�m

@

@q
uq þ ur

� �� �
þ 1

sin q
@

@f
�m

1

sin q
@

@f
uq þ

@

@q
uf� uf cot q

� �� �

þ 2�m
@

@q
uq �

1

sin q
@

@f
uf � uq cot q

� �� �

cot q ¼ grcR
2L

1� rc
rm

� �
@

@q
S2 ðA14Þ

@

@q
�m

1

sin q
@

@f
uq þ

@

@q
uf � uf cot q

� �� �

þ 1

sin q
@

@f
2�m

1

sin q
@

@f
uf þ uq cot qþ ur

� �� �

þ 2�m
@

@q
uf þ

1

sin q
@

@f
uq � uf cot q

� �� �
cot q

¼ grcR
2L

1� rc
rm

� �
1

sin q
@

@f
S2 ðA15Þ

928 where R is the radius of the spherical Earth.
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